
Thermometers for indoors and outdoors.
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More thermometers...

:C MUMI

Stylish wall mount

simultaneously displays indoor/outdoor
temperatures and indoor humidity
ead all you want to know about the atmosphere with a single glance. Memory stores

sighs and lows for indoor and outdoor temps, plus indoor humidity with comfort -level
ndicator. Mount main unit on wall or place on tabletop. Add 2 "AA" batteries.

63-1032 29.99

Slide -out bracket
for wall mounting

C WW11
Indoor temperature/
humidity displayed
with comfort -zone messages
Easy -to -read 72" display indicates "COMFORT"
when the temperature is 68°F to 77°F and the
humidity is 40% to 70%. "WET" and "DRY"
indicate when the air is too moist or arid. Recalls
the highest or lowest temperature and humidity

readings since the last reset. Easy wall or desk mount. Switchable
between Celsius and Fahrenheit. Requires 2 "AAA" batteries.

63-1013 24.99FtSSP
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Outdoor sensor probe
with 10 -foot cord

Dual -display indoor/outdoor
thermometer
Helps you find a cozy inside temperature and lets
you see at a glance how to dress for outdoors.
Stands upright on table for easy access. Shows
indoor and outdoor temperatures simultaneously.
Records minimum and maximum temperatures for
both indoors and outdoors. +32°F to +122°F
(inside range) and -58°F to +158°F (outside
range). Celsius/ Fahrenheit. Requires "AA" bat:ery.

63-1024 19.99

4111Mlimi

"Talking" indoor/
outdoor thermometer
P,ess the talk button and both indoor and
o itdoor temperatures are announced.
LCD display shows either indoor or outdoor
temperature. Audible alert warns you of high or
lcw temperatures-can be custom set to
a -ry temperatures. Wide -58° to +158°F

mime temperature range. Requires 2 "AAA" batteries.

63-1028 15.99
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Indoor/outdoor
thermometer with
large display

Easy -to -see digital thermometer constantly monitors changes to provide up -to -the -
second temperatures. Big display can be read across a room. Wide temperature range
of +32° to +122°F inside and -58° to +158°F outside. Switch to "IN" and display
shows current inside temperature. Slide to "OUT" for outside reading. Switchable
Celsius/Fahrenheit. Position sensor up to 10 feet away. Requires "AAA" battery.

63-1009 14.99

hacio,hack C MMANV
NE1A Anywhere stick -on
thermometer/clock
Splashproof for use indoors or out-perfect for
greenhouse. Display shows temperature or time.
Includes table stand and wall -mount bracket with
double -sided tape for easy attachment to wall.
Displays temperature in Fahrenheit with +23°F to
+122°F (-5°C to +50°C) range. Battery included.
63-967 7 99

WWW

Dual -display thermometer with suction -cup
mount -ideal for RV, camper, any vehicle
Display shows both outdoor and indoor temperatures simultaneously. Know the
temperature while traveling or at the campground. Helps you fine-tune air conditioner
or heater to an ideal cabin temperature. Memory stores high and low temperatures.
Backlit LCD a lows easy reading in dim light. Temperature range of -4° to +158°F
inside and -58° to +158°F outside. Outdoor sensor probe with 10 -ft. cord.
Switchable between Celsius and Fahrenheit. Includes battery.

63-1023 19.99


